USING YOUR SurgiTel® HEADBAND SYSTEM

These instructions pertain to the use of your Headband only. Use of your telescopes is covered in their separate instructions.

To adjust your headband follow these steps:
1) Adjust both knobs so that your Headband fits loosely on your head.
2) Place your Headband on your head and adjust the top Headband Height Adjustment Knob until you are comfortable with its height. It should be just above your ears.
3) Adjust the Headband Tightness Adjustment Knob until you feel comfortable with your Headband’s tightness.
4) Adjust the telescopes height by loosening the Locking Thumb Screw and sliding your telescopes up or down, then tighten again. It may take a while to find the desired telescope placement.

Remember, the telescopes should be as close to your eye as
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